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Abstract-This paper addresses a new method for navigation 
in dynamic environment. The proposed method is based on force 
field method and it is supposed that the robot performs SLAM 
and autonomous navigation in dynamic environment without any 
predefined information about dynamic obstacles. The movement 
of dynamic obstacles is predicted by Kalman filter and is used 
for collision detection purpose. In the time of collision detection, 
a modifying force is added to repUlsive and attractive forces 
corresponding to the static environment and leads robot to 
avoid collision. Moreover, a safe turning angle is defined to 
assure safe navigation of the robot. The performance of proposed 
method, named Escaping Algorithm, is verified through different 
simulation and experimental tests. The results show the proper 
performance of Escaping Algorithm in term of dynamic obstacle 
avoidance as a practical method for autonomous navigation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Path planning is needed for all mobile robots to perform 
a predefined task. Usually robots need a collision free path 
toward the target. It is important to note that the environment 
is unknown and as a result the robot plans a path while it is 
moving and gathering data. One of the most COlmnon methods 
for path planning is potential field. In this method, obstacles 
exert repulsive force to the robot while the target provides 
attractive force to it. The robot moves toward target avoiding 
obstacles based on the resultant of attractive and repulsive 
forces. This method is introduced by [1] and then improved 
for real time implementations [2]. Potential field is a popular 
method for mobile robot navigation due to its simplicity and 
implementation. 

First, potential Field approach was suggested for navigation 
in static environment [3], [4], [5], [6]. However, the real world 
is not stationary, and the robot moves in dynamic environment 
and encounters dynamic obstacles like moving humans. Hence 
it should plan to reach the target without colliding with 
any static or dynamic objects. Researchers started to develop 
potential field methods for navigation in dynamic environment. 
In [7], the velocity of dynamic obstacles are included in 
the definition of potential function. The basic problem is 
that the collision depends on the velocity of both robot and 
obstacle; however, [7], considers only the speed of robot. In [8] 
relative positions and velocities of mobile robot with respect 
to obstacles are considered in definition of potential function. 
However, this method needs exact knowledge of velocity of 
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dynamic objects, which is not available in practice. Potential 
function to reach a moving target is defined in [9], but the 
velocities of robot, obstacles and target are assumed to be 
known. 

In this paper, a different approach is suggested for velocity 
planning of a mobile robot to navigate in dynamic environ
ments based on potential field approach. The proposed method 
is called Escaping Algorithm (EA), and does not need any pre
knowledge information about dynamic obstacles. This method 
uses Kalman filter to predict the motion of dynamic objects 
and combines them with potential field approach to navigate 
safely in dynamic environment. EA has been simulated several 
times and implemented on a mobile robot platform. The 
reported results in this paper show the effectiveness of EA 
in term of dynamic obstacle avoidance and target tracking 
without need of expensive computations. 

This paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides envi
ronment representation and formulates the problem. The def
initions of attractive and repulsive force in static environment 
are mentioned in this part. In section 3, escaping algorithm and 
its components are enlightened and the required steps to obtain 
repulsive force of dynamic obstacles are discussed. Simulation 
and experimental results of EA in dynamic environment are 
represented in section 4, and finally, concluding remarks are 
given. 

II. THE ENVIRONMENT MODELING AND PROBLEM 

FORMULATION 

A. The Environment Modeling 

In this paper, the popular occupancy grid map is used for 
environment modeling [10]. The occupancy grid map uses 
a matrix to represent obstacles. Each entity in matrix is a 
symbol of one square part of environment and its quantity 
shows the confidence of the obstacle lying at this location. In 
this context, the size of square sides is set to lOcm. Certainty 
values range from -00 to +00 in occupancy grid maps. As 
the possibility of existence of an obstacle in specific square 
increases, the certainty values goes to +00; while for a free 
cell, this value approaches to -00. The robot is equipped by 
one laser range finder and two encoders. Since laser is used 
to obtain information from environment, this map is suitably 
adapted to our system. In each range reading, the values of 
certainties are updated and used for navigation purposes. 
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B. Problem Formulation 

The motion planning problem of a mobile robot is to plan 
and control it such that it reaches the target while avoiding 
obstacles. In Force Field Method (FFM) the obstacles exert 
repulsive force to the robot while the target attract the robot 
to itself. The total force determines the direction of movement 
for the robot. The definitions of attractive and repulsive forces 
are not unique, and different definitions can be found in [11] 
and [9]. 

To use FFM for the mobile robot navigation, it is enough 
to suitably define the repulsive force of static objects, the 
attractive force of target and the repulsive force of dynamic 
objects and use their total direction for mobile robot steering. 
The last component will be explained in next section with 
more details. 

1) The Repulsive Force of Static Objects: 

Since gird map is used for environment representation, the 
repulsive forces of static objects are defined for each occupied 
cell in grid map. To accomplish this task, it is needed to define 
a window on the robot coordinates and calculate the repulsive 
forces through it. This window is called active window and is 
used to avoid local obstacles while moving toward the target. 
For each cell in active window the repulsive force of static 
cell is calculated as follows. 

f ( .. ) - _ FerC(i,j) [Xi,} - Xr A + Yi,} - Yr ,] 
r t,] -

d2 d . X d . 
Y 

i,j t,) t,) 
(1) 

in which, Fer is the repulsive force constant, C( i, j) denotes 
the certainty of cell(i,j), di,j denotes the distance between the 
robot and cell(i,j), (xi,j, Yi,j ) is the position of cell(i,j), and 
(xn Yr) is the position of the robot. Total repulsive force is 
calculated by adding all repulsive forces in active window: 

Fr = L fr(i,j) (2) 
i,jEwin 

2) The Attractive Force of the Target: 

The robot moves toward the target while avoiding obstacle. 
As a result, it is not important that whether the target is located 
in the active window or not, it always exerts its attractive force 
to the robot by the following relation: 

(3) 

in which, Fea denotes attractive force constant, (Xt, Yt) is the 
target position, and dt denotes the distance between the robot 
and the target. 

3) Total Force: 

Definition of repulsive force of dynamic objects denoted 
by Fm and required steps are explained in details in the next 
section. 

The total force is determined as the sum of the repulsive 
and attractive forces. The total force in static environment is 
derived from following equation: 

(4) 

The above force is used for avoiding local static objects 
while moving toward the target. If a collision is predicted, the 
repulsive force of dynamic object is added to the total force 
and the resultant force is used for navigation. 

(5) 

The direction of Ff is used as steering rate cOlmnand as 
follows. In static environment, Fm is equal to zero; in the 
other words Ff and Ft are the same. Let <5 shows direction 
of Ff. If robot direction is denoted by 0, angular velocity can 
be given by: 

(6) 

in which, Ks is the steering constant whose dimension is 
(8-1 ) . This constant is set as the inverse of the sampling time. 

III. ESCAPING ALGORITHM: A STRAT EGY FOR 

NAVIGATION IN DYNAMIC ENVIRONMENT 

In static environment, the mobile robots can reach the target 
by using repulsive forces of static objects and attractive force 
of the target. However, it needs to perform four steps sequen
tially, to move in dynamic environment safely. These steps are 
as follows: moving objects detection, motion prediction, colli
sion detection and velocity planning for obstacle avoidance. 
These sub programs are executed within the Simultaneous 
Localization And Mapping (SLAM) algorithm and use the 
grid map obtained from SLAM in their calculations. Each sub 
program is explained in following section with more details. 

A. Moving Objects Detection 

Moving object detection is one of the most important 
parts of planning in dynamic environment. The objective is 
to classify observations as static or dynamic. Researchers 
develops several methods for this classification. One common 
method is Expectation Maximization Algorithm (EMA) [12], 
[13]. EMA is a two steps maximization process which solves 
incomplete data optimization problem [14]. Another method 
is sample-based variant of probabilistic data association filter. 
This method filters dynamic observations like human and 
results robust scan matching [15]. Besides, non-probabilistic 
methods are also developed. For example, [16] suggested a 
simple rule for classification. This method is extended for 
grid map and is used for dynamic observation mapping in 
this paper. 

In this paper a three-state map is generated and used for 
dynamic object detection. The three-state map has similar 
structure to grid map and represents environment by set of 
cells. Each cell in this map can be labeled as free, occupied 
or unknown. A reading is associated to dynamic object if it 
locates in a free cell. The three-state map is generated by 
following formula at each SLAM loop: {free if c(i,j) < Cmin (Cmin < 0) 
cd(i,j) = occupied if c(i,j) > Cmax (cmax > 0) 

unknown otherwise 

(7) 
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In above, cd(i,j) shows the cell (i,j) in three-state map. 
The values of Cmin and Cmax are tuned practically. Using 
three-state map, observations are divided to dynamic and 
static. Static observations are used in gird map, while dynamic 
observations are predicted and special strategy (EA) is used 
to avoid them. Please note that several sequential dynamic 
observations refer to of one moving objects because moving 
objects like human reflects several beams of laser to the robot. 
As a result, it is required to group sequential dynamic readings. 
The center of each group is used as pose of dynamic object and 
the distance between center and dynamic border is considered 
as obstacle radii, Robs. 

B. Motion Prediction 

In this context, a set of Kalman filters is defined. Each 
Kalman filter predicts next poses and velocities of one moving 
object. The state vector of each Kalman filter is defined as 
X = [x, i:, y , :Ii]. The initial guess of state vector is set 
to X = [0,0,0,0] for all moving objects. As it can be 
seen, the constant velocity model is used to represent moving 
object movement. It is important to note that movement of 
moving obstacles especially human is unpredictable; however, 
the constant velocity model with noisy acceleration may be 
suitably used to predict this behavior [12]. The discrete space 
state equation is shown as follows: 

x, � [� � � n X,-d [� � 1 (8) 

In which T, denotes the sampling time. Dynamic readings 
which obtained from previous routine are considered as new 
positions of moving objects. Therefore, the observation equa
tion is as follows. 

o 0 
o 1 (9) 

In (8) and (9), nw and nv are process and observation noises. 
The variance of process noises have to be carefully tuned 
in practice to provide desire performance in tracking. The 
variance of observation noises is related to sensor properties 
and should be determined based on them. In each sensor range 
readings, observations are classified into static and dynamic. 
Dynamic observations are used for updating Kalman filters. 
Since there are several dynamic observations and moving 
object, nearest neighbor algorithm is used to match dynamic 
observations and obstacles. If there is not any observation 
for one moving obstacle, our algorithm only performs the 
prediction step. If this happens several times, it means that 
the obstacle moves out of robot vision and it is not necessary 
to predict its motion anymore. As a result the corresponding 
filter is eliminated. 

A Kalman filter is also used for the robot position and 
velocity prediction. The prediction of this filter is used for 
collision detection between robot and obstacles. Therefore, 
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Fig. 1: Escaping algorithm 

in each SLAM loop, the following set of Kalman filters is 
updated. 

i = I, . . .  ,N + 1 (10) 

In this equation, N denotes the number of predictable moving 
objects, while the last Kalman filter is for the estimation 
of robot pose in future. By this means, N may differ at 
each iteration, according to the number of visible dynamic 
obstacles. 

C. Collision Detection 

The set of Kalman filters and their predictions are used to 
find possible collisions. To perform that, each Kalman filter 
predicts the next poses and velocities of one dynamic obstacle 
up to max predictions Time, Tmax. Similar prediction is done 
for the robot. Moreover, suppose that dynamic obstacles and 
the robot can be modeled by circles with radius Robs and 
Rrob respectively. In ktth prediction step the distance between 
the robot pose and the obstacle is calculated. If this distance, 
denoted by d, is less than the summation of obstacle and robot 
radii, then the collision will probably happen. The distance is 
calculated between the robot and all moving obstacles in order 
to find all possible collisions. It is important to note that as 
prediction step increases, the uncertainty grows, as well. As a 
result, a confidence factor, denoted by Aeon!, is defined and 
used in collision detection. The following condition holds if a 
collision is possibly happening: 

Aeon! > 1 (11) 

D. Velocity Planning for Obstacle Avoidance 

Navigation in dynamic environment using potential field 
method is widely studied in literature. In this method, the 
target exerts attractive force to the robot, while static and 
dynamic objects apply repulsive forces. There are different 
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definitions for the repulsive and attractive forces. For example 
in [9] a moving target is considered and the repulsive and 
attractive forces are derived by supposing full knowledge of 
the target and obstacle's positions and velocities. The final 
output of method suggested in [9] is a function of the target 
velocity and the relative positions between the obstacles, the 
target and the robot. Similarly, by considering full knowledge 
about moving objects and the target, in [8] relative distance 
and velocity between the robot and the obstacle are used in 
repulsive force definition. The attractive force is defined based 
on relative distance and velocity between the robot and the 
target. One key problem of this method is that they need exact 
knowledge of position and velocity of dynamic obstacle and 
the target. However, this is an unrealistic assumption as none 
of them is known in practice. 

In this paper Escaping Algorithm (EA) is suggest for ob
stacle avoidance. This algorithm is originated from a common 
behavior of human. A person usually intends to move in oppo
site direction in order to avoid colliding with a moving person. 
The same strategy can be used for mobile robot navigation. 
In our approach, the robot tries to moves in opposite direction 
if possibility of collision is detected. Consider Fig. 1. In this 
figure, obstacle direction in global frame is denoted by angle 
a.The projection of this direction in robot frame is a suitable 
direction to align a new repulsive force. In order to perform 
that, the velocity of obstacle is expressed in the robot frame 
by the following rotation. 

cos( B) sin( B) ] [ 
- sin( B) cos( B) [ Vobs cos(a - B) ] 
Vobs sin( a - B) 

Vobs cos (a) 
Vobs sin (a) 

(12) 

In Fig. 1, Ft denotes the total force considering static envi
ronment. The obstacle velocity which is projected in the robot 
frame is used to define modifying force Fm. This new force 
has the same norm as Ft and its direction is opposite to the 
obstacle direction in x, and parallel to it in y direction. Any 
time that possibility of a collision is detected, the modifying 
force Fm is added to the total force and the final force Ff, is 
used for steering the robot toward the target. 

To cosider the safety of motion, consider Fig. 2. As it 
is mentioned before, it is supposed that the robot and the 
obstacle can be modeled by circles with radius Robs and Rrob 
respectively. It is similar to consider the robot as a point and 
enlarge the radius of obstacle to Robs + Rrob. As a result the 
minimum turning angle for the robot is cp to avoid collision. 
This angle is shown in Fig. 2 and may be derived by the 
following equation. 

. (
Rrob + RObs) cp = arcsm 

d (13) 

In the above equation, Rrob is a known parameter and can 
be measured before test. Robs is calculated as it is explained 
in section 3-A. To assure safety, if the turning angle (0 - B), 
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Fig. 2: Definition of safe turning angle 

is less than cp, the the turning angle cp is considered for robot 
steering. 

IV. RESULT 

In this part the simulation and experimental results of using 
EA in dynamic environments are presented. It is important to 
note that navigation by using force field family suffers from 
trapping in local minima. This problem occurs when the robot 
direction differs more than 90 degrees off target or Ff is equal 
to zero. 

7f 
10 - BI > -2 

IFf I = 0 

(14) 

(15) 

Researchers develop several recovery methods to encounter 
local minimum problem. For example recovery methods based 
on electromagnetic field and modification of repulsive poten
tial functions are suggested in [17] and [8] respectively. One of 
the most popular recovery methods is Wall Following Method 
(WFM) which is suggested in [1]. In this context, WFM is 
used for mobile robot navigation to avoid trapping in local 
minima. 

A. Simulation Result 

In this section, simulation result of using EA in a dynamic 
environment is described. For simulation, seven dynamic ob
jects are considered whose positions and motion directions 
are randomly selected. The robot does not have any prior 
knowledge about moving objects and their paths are estimated 
by Kalman filter. The robot obtains its observation from global 
map shown in Fig. 3. In this figure, the start point, the 
target point and seven dynamic objects are shown. The robot 
navigates from the start point to the target point successfully, 
provided that it does not collide with static and dynamic 
objects. 
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It is possible that several collisions are detected at some 
occasions by collision detection algorithm. In thess situations, 
only the nearest threat is considered and others are neglected. 
After eliminating the nearest danger, the next hazardous colli
sion is considered. In Fig. 4 the performance of EA in dynamic 
environment is depicted. As it is seen in this figure, the robot 
starts moving to the target in (a). The wall Wo bans the robot 
path. As a result, the robot follows it. The robot faces a moving 
object in (b) and the modifying force is executed and causes 
the robot to move in opposite direction of the moving object. 
When the threat of collision is removed, the robot turns to the 
target in (c). However, appearance of another moving object 
causes the robot to turn off the target again to avoid it. This 
movement is depicted in (d). After using EA for dynamic 
obstacle avoidance, the robot turns to the target and moves 
toward it in (e). Finally, the robot reaches the target in (f). 

Fig. 4 shows only one of several simulation tests. Due 
to the fact that moving objects are located and directed 
randomly, almost all scenarios have been tested on the robot. 
In all of them, the robot was successful in its mission to 
reach the target and does not collide with any object trough 
its movement. These set of simulations provides us enough 
assurance to implement this algorithm on the following real 
time experiments. 

B. Experimental Results 

EA for navigation in dynamic environment is implemented 
on KNTU Mellon mobile robot. The mobile robot perceives 
environment through a laser range finder whose maximum 
range reading is 8 meter. The laser scan data is used for map 
building in a SLAM environment. The ego motion estimation 
is done by well-known ICP algorithm [18]. To achieve more 
accurate result in robot localization the odometry information 
by encoders mounted on two wheels, serves as the initial guess 
for ICP algorithm. A computer with core i5 processor is used 
for online execution of the algorithm. The algorithm contains 
a loop for simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) in 
addition to robot navigation routine. 

For the control of Mellon mobile robot two commands are 
prompted, namely the velocity of the right and left wheels, 

: ·11 I I 
Fig. 3: The global map in which the robot reads observations 

denoted by Wn and WI, respectively. These velocities are 
easily obtained by linear transformation of linear and angular 
velocites as bellow: 

[ �:] � [� 1b] [ � ] (16) 
where, rand b denote radii of wheel and wheel base, respec
tively. The angular velocity (6) is calculated by considering 
(5) in EA. Different methods are suggested by researchers 
[9], [2] for linear velocity definition. In this context, since 
fast performance of the mobile robot is desired, it is good 
that the mobile robot moves as fast as possible. However, it 
should start deceleration before an obstacle appears in its path 
in order to avoid collision. Hence, it is suitable that the mobile 
robot moves with its maximum linear velocity until it reaches 
the region that should decelerate to stop completely near an 
obstacle. Hence, 

if dmin > de!! 
otherwise 

(17) 

In (17), dmin is the minimum range reading in range scanning 
and de!! is the distance passed by the robot when it decelerates 
from maximum velocity to zero. 

In what follows, experimental result of using EA in dynamic 
environment is given. In this experiment, the target is located 
in front of the robot with a relative distance of 4m. While the 
robot tries to reach target with a distance less than 30cm. 
In the terms of static environment, the robot goes straight 
to the target until it approaches static obstacle and tries to 
avoid it. However, the robot motion in dynamic environment 
is different. The dynamic scenario is run twenty two times and 
the result of one of them is shown in Fig. 5 

To examine the effect of dynamic environment, two moving 
objects approach the robot from the left. The robot tries to 
find a collision free path for safe navigation. As indicated 
in Fig. 5 and in part (a), the robot starts moving toward the 
target, while in (b) a moving obstacle appears and in (c) a 
collision possibility is detected. In (d) the robot turns left to 
avoid collision and again in (e) it moves back toward the target. 
Moreover, in (f) another collision possibility is detected and 
the modifying force is added to the total force, and hence, the 
robot turns to the left to avoid collision in (g). Finally, in (h) 
it reaches the target. Robot path using EA in this experiment 
can be observed in more detail in Fig. 5b. From the promising 
results observed in the set of twenty two experiments, we may 
conclude that EA algorithm is suitable to be used in further 
development of autonomous robots. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, Escaping Algorithm is suggested for nav
igation in dynamic environments. This method introduces 
modifying force in addition to attractive and repulsive forces in 
a force field environment. EA does not need exact information 
such as velocity and position of dynamic obstacles. These 
properties are estimated by Kalman filter and the obtained 
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Fig. 4: Robot path in dynamic environment using EA 

results are used in defining the modifying force. The basic 
idea of EA is obtained from a common behavior of human in 
obstacle avoidance and it is turning object from behind. The 
general performance of proposed method is checked through 
several simulation in U shape environment with a different 
number of dynamic obstacles. Furthermore, the experimental 
results show the effectiveness of proposed method in practical 
implementation. Finally, it can be concluded form these ob
servations that this method is successful in term of dynamic 
obstacle avoidance. Comparison between EA and other similar 
methods will be presented in future works. 
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